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10:00 Opening

Paulo Pereira (Dean, School of Engineering) (to be 
confirmed)

10:05 Documenting and exploring innovation in 
action: interviews program and oral 
collection

Eduardo Beira (EDAM Professor, MIT Portugal; 
Innovation course faculty)

10:15 Micropolis: microencapsulation and 
hydrogel technology

Isabel Cardoso

(Interview: Carla Pereira e Fernando Ribeiro. Read 
PDF )

10:45 “Textil Penedo; innovation and 
competition in “traditional” sectors”

Agostinho Afonso

(Interview: Sandra Ventura, Joaquim Peixoto, Ivan 
Medeiros, Angela Ferreira. Read PDF )

11:15 Coffee break

11:30 “Starting up in the building materials 
sector: ET3, energetic modular 
technology”

José Pequeno (from 2010 Shangai Expo, by 
videoconference)

(Interview: Helder Sousa, Catarina Custódio, Silvia 
Pedrosa e Sofia Caridade. Read PDF )

12:00 “”Papiro, archive and digitalization of 
documents: logistics and innovation”

Omar Coelho

(Interview: Paulo Trigueiros, Carlos Portela, Pedro 
Moreira, Silvia Ferreira. Read PDF )

12:30 Discussion time

13:00 Closing

Rosa Vasconcelos (PhD Programs Coordinator, vice 
Dean, School of Engineering)



 
Innovation

Profitable CHANGE
RECOMBINATION of old ideas into 

new combinations and new 
ideas

In order to compete (and survive) 
in the capitalist economic 
market

Using the non rival power of IDEAS 
(including to leak) 

Copy / imitate in a new setting is 
innovation ...

A SOCIAL process
Networks based
From the “strengh of weak ties” in 

the brokerage process
To the construction of a sustainable 

“community of users”



 

Innovation is a risky business
Most attempts fails
Innovators are never completely 

masters of their destiny
Organizations / people never 

innovate alone
Each innovation occurs in its 

particular set of circunstances

Demand risk: is there a market?

Business risk: appropriate 
finance?

Technical risk: will it work safely?

Organizational risk: right 
management and organization?

Network risk: right partners and 
supply chain?

Contextual risk: right moment 
and regulations?



 

Many attempts at innovation fail
There is a highly skewed 

distribution in its returns
But failure itself is an important 

outcome

Only a few products, start ups, 
patents, academic papers are 
successes

If there were no risk and 
incertainty

And therefore everyone could 
easily innovate

Then innovation would provide little 
advantage over competitors



 

Differences between sectors; rates 
of innovation / diffusion rates

Time dimension: patterns of 
innovation change with time

Innovation has emergent 
properties: it results from a 
collective process whose 
outcomes may not be known or 
expected when it begins

Serendipity

There NO single unified theory 
of innovation



 

The idea that ideas and knowledge are something 
that universities produce and “transmit” to 
industry has been replaced by the notion that

Ideas and knowledge are co-created and 
exchanged.



 

ORAL HISTORIOGRAPHY

ORAL COLLECTIONS
Interviews
Transcripts
Primary sources




